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Darren does it again! 
Do you remember Spectrum, the amazing photographic project from 

last year?  Darren was the creator and driving force behind the      
project that saw 12 children on the Autism Spectrum given a camera 

to capture their environment, and this year he has turned to the         
prestigious Northern Territory  Literary Awards in Darwin.  Darren    

entered a poem in to the awards, and although he didn’t gain a prize 
place, he has found a new passion.   

Here is a short poem from Darren, or for 

his Literary Award entry, Fire and the 

seed, turn to page 6. 

Do you have a talent or passion that you 

would like to share in the newsletter? 

Perhaps you have a poem that we could 

put in the newsletter for you? 

Send your details and what you would 

like to include to Kate at                           

autismnt@autismnt.org.au 

Autism Northern Territory Annual General Meeting:  

Date:  Tuesday 28th November 2017 

Venue:  To be confirmed 

Time:  6:30pm 

All nominations are due in by 5:00pm 21st November 2017 

RSVP and request a nomination form:  

executiveofficer@autismnt.org.au  

 

LOVE 

Love is like a bicycle  

left out in the storm 

If it isn't cared for 

rust begins to form 

So unless you want your bicycle  

To slowly rust away 

Provide a little refuge 

When the sky begins to grey 

https://www.facebook.com/AutismNorthernTerritoryntInc/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel#
https://www.facebook.com/AutismNorthernTerritoryntInc/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel#
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Staying safe in the growing online community. 

Being online and accessing the internet now plays an important role in how we       

interact and communicate with both family and friends.  Technology is often seen as 

an easier way to communicate, especially for people on the Autism Spectrum.  It can 

take away the worry and stress of social situations, be much more accessible as they 

can find words much more easily in text than trying to speak in front of  people you 

don’t know well, and can help reduce anxiety and stress in a world where they may 

feel they don not have much control.   

The internet and technology is a double edged sword.  It is a fantastic way to make new 

friends online that share your interests, find family and friends that you have lost touch 

with, research information that you find interesting (parents of children will know the 

draw of YouTube stars that play Minecraft and other games) and is a one stop hub of  

information you didn’t know you needed.  Technology is no different to the outside 

world, there will be times when you make mistakes, share something that should not be 

shared as you feel safe in your own home to do so, talk to people that aren’t actually 

who they say they are, believe information or fake news that you discover, see things 

that are above the age of the child, have friends or parents share things they are not comfortable with or be 

open to viruses and tracking software that download off legitimate looking websites and pages, often with the 

offer of a free “skin pack” or modified content (mods) for a game. 

Teaching children and adults to be safe on the internet is something that we should 

spend time doing well.  We talk to our children about stranger danger, but then may not 

monitor who they are talking to online.  There are many ways that you can talk to your 

children about internet safety.   

CEOP, the Child  Exploitation Online Protection agency is a worldwide network of cyber  

police, covering the internet in most countries of the world, as well as working in a          

collaborative way.  Their logo is a red and white eye, and you can directly press on a button 

if you see it on a website and you want to report either abuse, an article or photograph that 

you find disturbing or cyber bullying.  The Thinkuknow.org.au website has resources to work 

through with your child, and the UK version of thinkyouknow.org.uk version also contains  

videos in age groups too.  Short films, such as “Jigsaw” show how we put details of our      

photo’s, birthdays, school information and other personal details on the internet without thinking.  Details that 

we wouldn’t share with people on a street we don’t know.  It shows the story of a girl that puts a profile on social 

media, only to be bullied at school for it and then someone contacts her claiming to be a 13 year old boy.  The 

film is shot in a great way, and shows how easy it is to be drawn in to someone's lies, but also what you can do to 

report them once you realise too.  As a parent it’s a hard message, but gets the message to kids well. 

Australia has laws at both a Federal and State and Territory level to protect you online, especially for children 

through the Office of the Children’s eSafety Commissioner.  This can be found at www.esafety.gov.au 
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Top tips for keeping you and your child safe on the internet! 

1)      Don’t post any personal information online – like your address, email address or mobile number. 

This may seem a really obvious, but it is shocking how many people do!  Photo’s of kids in school            
uniforms, the dog doing something funny outside your house which tags your location or children 
getting asked questions when playing online games, they can all give clues to people you don’t know.   

2)      Think carefully before posting pictures or videos of yourself.  Once you’ve put  a picture of yourself 

online most people can see it and may be able to download it, it’s not just yours anymore. 

I read an interesting article written by a mother who blogs and her now teenage son.  He says that she 

posted pictures of him when he was young as she thought they were “cute” but he finds them             

embarrassing.  Think if you would be happy having one of your friends tag you in a photo doing what 

your child is before you post it. 

3)      Keep your privacy settings as high as possible. 

When I have delivered internet training, it is always a great way to show people just how much            

information they share without realising.  I had a very freaked out lady when I could tell her what school 

her kids went to, what car she drives, her address and even her dogs name.  All found online within 

minutes!  Keep checking the settings too as sometimes websites update and these settings can change. 

4)      Never give out your passwords. 

Another obvious one, but kids can share their log in’s with friends to share games.  Using the same      

password on numerous sites also leaves you open to be hacked.  Using different passwords for different 

sites is much safer. 

5)      Don’t befriend people you don’t know. 

Sitting down and checking who your children are talking to as well as who their “friends” are online is 

really     important.  Again, would you go up and talk to random strangers in the street?  Sometimes kids 

will talk to these people they meet online, especially in games, more than people in real life.  That is 

when they feel safe to share, or when they get asked to share photo’s they wouldn’t ever dream of   

sharing in the real world. 

6)      Don’t meet up with people you’ve met online.  Speak to your parent or carer about people sug-

gesting you do. 

Really important to monitor with who and where your children are going.  People do meet up offline, 

but teach them how to be safe and meet in a public place. 

7)      Remember that not everyone online is who they say they are. 

When I did my CEOP training we were told to create fake profiles on Facebook and get a generic photo 

off Google as our profile picture. We started getting friend requests with people saying they were in my 

maths class etc quite quickly.  Of the 10 profiles created on the training, 8 were taken over by cyber    

police officers to track individuals.  A sobering thought, and one that makes you talk to your children to 

keep them safe online. 
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8)      Think carefully about what you say before you post something online. 

We have all had a rant online at some point, but how does that come across to other people?  Think 

what you print and keep private things private.   

9)      Respect other people’s views, even if you don’t agree with someone else’s views doesn’t mean you 

need to be rude. 

We have all heard of the term “Keyboard Warriors”.  If you wouldn’t say something face to face in real 

life, should you be putting it online? 

10)   If you see something online that makes you feel uncomfortable, unsafe or worried: leave the web-

site, turn off your computer if you want to and tell a trusted adult immediately. 

Getting screen shots and messages is really important as evidence of cyber bullying or stalking. 

Want to know more information? 
 There are some great tools to use if you want to keep your children 

safe, and limit what they see and how they can access the internet.  

Routers and modems often have a parents setting and are really easy to 

set up.  If you mess it up, just don’t save it!  Logging in to the router is 

easy, and could save you having to police internet timings. 

 Apple, Andrioid, Windows and Mac OS all 

have family features you can use to limit what      

content is available, as well as setting limits on time. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.thinkuknow.org.au/resources/factsheets-for-parents 

There are some great fact sheets for both parents and children online at thinkuknow.  

Have a look to see which ones your children use, and start a conversation today! 
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Want to find some friends for your child online? 

We often get asked in the office if we know of children that play online and 

would be willing to collate a list of “game tags” of our members. 

We gave this much thought, and as it would be outside of our control what 

would happen after we hooked people up,  we thought that we would   

suggest places that you try instead. Monitoring what happens online is still 

important as the children need to learn social etiquette online too. 

 Does your child come to one of our groups?  Perhaps ask other parents what their kids do 

online at home.  This could be a great way for children to carry a friendship outside of the 

group.  Be aware however, that the rules and guidelines in our groups are not in the outside 

world.  Be prepared for slip ups, swearing or some odd conversations.  You will have to     

monitor messages and chat. 

 Does your child have friends at school, attend groups at school or is part of after school        

activities?  This could be an opportunity to again nurture a friendship outside the school 

setting. 

 www.autcraft.com is a server that is for people on 

the Autism Spectrum or people living with someone 

on the Spectrum.  It is a safe server with moderators 

and guidelines that provides a safe environment.  

Each new member has an application process which 

can cause a 2 week delay from signing up to playing.  The benefit however is that it is run     

exclusively for people on the Autism Spectrum. 

 Games such as Club Penguin, Robocraft and Moshi Monsters can offer a safe environment for 

your children.  There is a subscription fee that is paid, and this gives your child access to the 

monitored game site.  You can choose whether to have in game messages on or off and     

players are limited to what they can send as messages to each other.  As with all websites,   

parental guidance and supervision is needed. 

 

Have you found a site that we haven’t mentioned?  Let the Autism NT office know! 

autismnt@autismnt.org.au 
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 Literary awards entry - FIRE AND THE SEED 
 

The fire went through and left the scars 

Of charcoaled timber and burnt-out cars 

A haunting scene of charred debris 

Is all your weary eye can see 

 

The laughing forest no longer there 

What flourishes now is grief and despair 

A desolate land of cindery wood 

Blankets the earth where the forest once stood 

 

Then came the rain without invitation 

Producing a timely germination 

Of a seed who'd survived the fiery stress 

And provided hope in this miserable mess 

It nourished the soil and gave life to the seed 

New life within, finally freed 

The seedling emerged to greet the sun 

Leaves outstretched like a victory won 

 

This triumphant creation alone in the sand 

A symbolic message, a spiritual hand 

To help lift the cloud and guide you through 

The dark depression that follows you 

 

Natures optimism showing you why 

There's always hope although you cry 

'Cos the darkness won't last forever my friend 

And the joys of life will embrace you again 

 

So when feelings of hopelessness fear and dread 

Overwhelm the thoughts inside your head 

In desperate times when you're in need 

Remember the fire and think of the seed             By Darren McCullum 
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Amelia & Me – Parenting by the Seat of Pants By Melinda Hildebrandt 

WHEN Amelia was a baby I had this nagging feeling that there was something intangibly different 

about her. The thought huddled somewhere in the back of my brain, jostling for space amid the 

chaos of early motherhood.  

If I had to put a definition around it I would say that I thought she was holding back from me. As 

strange as it sounds, there was something about Amelia that felt essentially out of reach. 

As the months went by, the word ‘autism’ flickered on and off in my mind like a flashlight trying to 

signal meaning in the dark. The diagnosis of Amelia’s deafness at age two did not cancel this out, it 

only made the thought more insistent.  

Her behaviour became increasingly wild and out of control; some days she screamed for hours until we both sobbed      

uncontrollably. What on earth was happening to my dear little girl? 

By the time Amelia was four our family was in desperate trouble. Our home life was a warzone inhabited by two em-

battled parents and at the centre of it all, one child so lost we had no idea how to find her. 

The diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder in 2013 was in many ways a huge relief. It confirmed what I had suspected for 

many years. And it finally gave us a way of understanding Amelia better, and more importantly, a pathway to helping her. 

In the middle of the ceaseless appointments, therapy sessions and doctor’s visits, I started a blog about my parenting    

experiences. I wrote and wrote until I had excavated much of the crippling loss and anger that had ossified inside me. 

I shared stories of pain, but also of hope and joy. People reached out to me and told me their own tales from the front 

lines of parenthood. Friends and family learned more about Amelia, about what it meant to be her in the world.  

Writing was (and still is), my therapy. Taking certain events out of my memory and sending them out into the ether        

reduced their power to drag me under. Writing helped me to comprehend and translate my thoughts for people when I 

had no energy to speak.  

Last year I decided to take the more than 80,000 words I poured into my blog into a book and the process has been a gift; 

to me as a reminder that I have been through many challenges and survived to stand taller than ever before, and to      

Amelia, who is the reason for it all. My inspiration.  

Reading over the pages of the finished product which spans more than three years of my family life, I am struck by the 

depth of my fears for Amelia but also buoyed by the way I kept my head above water, and found a way to prize her        

individuality instead of shunning it. 

What I see now in these vignettes about my daughter is the gradual erosion of that paralysing fear and the growth of 

something far more hopeful. My anger and grief has given way to a strange sense of (almost) peace. 

Where I had obsessed over the why these things had happened and what it all meant, I finally made my way back around 

to focussing on who Amelia was. Amelia the girl. The person. The humourist. The dancer. The soulful one. The real her. 

Melinda Hildebrandt is the author of Amelia & Me on deafness, autism and parenting by the seat of my pants, an honest, 

inspiring and heart-wrenching memoir that explores what disability and mothering means when brought together. 

Melinda loved writing from an early age, but it wasn’t until she started blogging about raising her deaf and autistic     

daughter Amelia in 2013 that she discovered the power of words to express the turmoil, grief, wonder and hope of her dai-

ly life. Amelia & Me is her first book. Melinda lives in the northern suburbs of Melbourne. You can find out more about 

Melinda and her book by visiting http://melindahildebrandt.com.au  

Amelia & Me is available in paperback or e-book from Melinda’s website at: www.melindahildebrandt.com.au  or in        

the Autism NT library. 
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Parent Support Group 

  Palmerston Parent/Carer Group    Darwin Parent/Carer Group 
  The Coffee Club, Oasis Shopping Centre   Autism NT Office, Shop 19 

  Corner of Temple Tce and Chung Wah Tce   Nightcliff Shopping Centre,  

  Palmerston       159 Dick Ward Drive, Coconut Grove 

  Last Monday of the month     2nd Tuesday of the month 

30th October and 27th November     8th November    

Teacher Support and  
Education Information Group 

 

Information sessions for teachers and other education professionals are held twice a term at our office in 

Nightcliff, and the free membership and resource library are open to members in a professional capacity. 

If you would like to speak privately, appointments are available.  Please contact the office to arrange. 

 

Last Teacher Support Evening of 2017 will be on 21st November 

Have you got a child diagnosed on the Autism Spectrum?  The NT Government have specialist ASD        

Education advisers who are available to all parents and schools in the NT!  Contact 08 8944 9341. 
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Are you in the NT with Defence? 

Defence Special Needs Support Group (DSNSG) is an independent organisation that has co-ordinators all over 

Australia to help you understand the support and services in their local areas.  Email kate.batty@dsnsg.org.au. 

The Defence Community Organisation (DCO) have a range of services that support families with additional needs, 

whether that be children or partners.  Call DCO Families line on 1800 624 608 for more details. 

DCO can recognise dependants as additional needs with relevant paperwork and supporting documentation    

(under 2 years old) from a medical professional (Form AC832).  This helps with housing choices, visits to posting 

to view schools, as well as the usual services of support and welfare DCO provide. defence.gov.au/dco/ . 

New to a posting here?  Child needing a tutor to catch up on subjects?  Contact the REDLO at DCO for more      

information on how to access up to 14 weeks tutoring per subject. 08 8935 7900 

 


